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The Team Driftmaster shrouded boom is fitted with 2 nozzles giving a 1Mtr 
concentrated spray coverage.  Available as a standard fitting or as an optional 
extra for the Team Groundcare pedestrian sprayer range.  By eliminating 
spray drift and concentrating the applied liquid to a given area, makes the 
Driftmaster shroud the ideal option for spraying near sensitive boundaries or 
in abnormal weather conditions.   

Standard Fittings 

 1.2Mtr wide 2-nozzle GRP
shroud

 Colour coded quick fit nozzles
with anti-drip valves

 Detachable material skirt

 Height adjustable fixing
bracket

 Pipe work with quick-coupled
feed connection

Features 
 Concentrated 1Mtr

spray application

 Compatible with all
Team pedestrian
sprayers

 Detachable material
skirt

 Easily removable,
lightweight fibreglass
design

 Can be retro-fitted to
existing machines
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TTEEAAMM  DDUUAALL  BBOOOOMM
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This New smooth-riding Dual Boom covered boom system helps you to evenly treat 
your turf, no matter what the weather condition. It’s innovative design and quality 
construction means that the system is easy to use and performs more efficiently 
than traditional spray equipment. 

Supplied as a retrofit kit that can be fitted to your current spray system, this new 5.5 
or 6Mtr spray delivery system ensures even coverage and less wear and tear on 
equipment. 

Features: 

 Removable drift control covers are supplied that easily attach to the spray boom 
system covering the spray nozzles if windy conditions are present,

 Outer boom nozzles are visible from operator’s seat to verify nozzle flow

 Boom folding 12V linear actuators are mounted on top of the boom centre frame 
of the spray area, ensuring a smooth maintenance and oil free boom folding 
system.

 A double shock absorbing rubber isolation system keeps the extension structures 
operating smoothly in rough terrain. The system reduces shock levels by 50%
allowing for a smoother ride for the extension arms and increased nozzles 
accuracy.

 Shock absorber and spring boom breakaway system ensures a smooth boom 
protection system reducing wear and damage.

 Spray nozzles are enclosed for protection, yet easily accessible.

 Optional outer boom wheel kit to ensure boom section follow course contours
Boom folded width with covers on: 2.3M (5.5M wide), 2.8M (6M wide)

DUAL BOOM WITH DRIFT COVERS FITTED 
Retro-fitted to JD H200 

DUAL BOOM WITH DIRFT COVERS REMOVED 
Team Demount Pro - Cushman version 
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